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Abstract

In this paper we consider the problem of discretization on a composite grid that consists of a global
uniform coarse grid and a local uniform fine grid. For elliptic problems a local defect correction
approach is described. The error of the resulting approximation is analysed. It follows that in
general the accuracy ofthis approximation is (much) better than the accuracy of an approximation
that results from an approach without local defect correction. The use of a "buffer zone" in the
local defect correction approach appears to be essential for several problems. We discuss when
such a "buffer zone" is necessary to obtain satisfactory results.
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1 Introduction

Many practical boundary value problems produce solutions that contain several high activity
regions. In these regions the solution varies much more rapidly than in the remaining part of
the domain. This behaviour of the solution may be caused by the differential operator itself,
by the forcing term in the differential equation, by the boundary conditions or by an irregular
boundary (e.g. a re-entrant corner).

Boundary value problems that produce such solutions can be found, for example, in the
field of combustion. All variables that occur in the combustion process have sharp gradients
inside the flame (which usually is only a small part of the region of interest). Outside the
flame they are nearly constant. In Figure 1 typical temperature, mass fraction and reaction
rate profiles across a planar flame are shown (d. [7]).

fresh gases flame front burnt gases

....-----"'--...-.----_........._-----.,.,------------..
pre- heat

ZOIlC

reaction
zone

,...----------"........--...

:w

?

Figure 1: Temperature (T), mass fraction (Y), and reaction rate (w) across a planar flame.

In order to obtain a numerical approximation of the solution, the boundary value problem
can be discretized on a uniform grid. The accuracy of the numerical approximation depends,
among other things, on the grid size. Due to the large variations of the solution in the
high activity regions, a relatively small grid size is required there to obtain a sufficiently
accurate approximation of the solution. Outside the high activity regions the behaviour of
the solution is much more smooth. Therefore a (much) larger grid size seems to be sufficient
in that part of the domain. However, if we discretize on a uniform grid, the grid size is small
everywhere. Inside the high activity regions this grid size is in agreement with the behaviour
of the continuous solution, but outside these regions it is not. Because of the large number
of grid points in the uniform grid, the system of algebraic equations that results from the
discretization process will be relatively large. Furthermore, the numerical approximation has
to be stored at each grid point. So it is clear that approximating the continuous solution on
a single uniform grid is computationally inefficient for boundary value problems that produce
solutions that contain small high activity regions.

Instead, the solution can be approximated using several uniform grids with different grid
sizes that cover different parts of the domain, At least one grid should cover the entire domain.
The grid size of this global coarse grid is chosen in agreement with the smooth behaviour of the
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solution outside the high activity regions. Besides a global grid several local grids are used that
are uniform too. Each of them covers only a (small) part of the domain and contains a high
activity region. The grid size of each of these grids is chosen in agreement with the behaviour
of the solution in the corresponding high activity region. In this way every part of the domain
is covered by a (locally) uniform grid whose grid size is in agreement with the behaviour of
the continuous solution in that part of the domain. This refinement strategy is known as local
uniform grid refinement (see e.g. [10], [11]). The solution is approximated on a composite grid
which is the union of uniform subgrids. Other approaches use a truly nonuniform grid (e.g.
nonuniform finite element meshes). Some advantages of using a composite grid are relatively
simple data structures, accurate discretization capabilities, and the existence of very efficient
solvers for uniform grids.

There are several ways of approximating the continuous solution on a composite grid. In
FA C-methods ([10]) the partial differential equation is discretized and solved on the composite
grid (which is nonuniform), but the uniform subgrids are where all of the actual computation
takes place. In the local defect correction method ([.5]) the partial differential equation is
discretized and solved only on the uniform subgrids and not on the composite grid. The
local defect correction method is an iterative discretization method. At every step discrete
problems with respect to all uniform subgrids are defined and solved. The approximations on
the subgrids generate an approximation of the continuous solution on the composite grid.

If the number of local defect correction iterations that is necessary to compute a satisfac
tory approximation is large, then the number of grid points that is involved in this iterative
discretization process may be larger than the number of grid points in a corresponding global
fine grid. Numerical examples (see e.g. [5]) indicate that the iterates in the local defect
correction method converge very fast. Moreover the limit value of this iterative process is
a satisfactory approximation of the continuous solution: its accuracy is comparable to the
accuracy of a corresponding global fine grid problem. Therefore it is interesting to consider
the approximation that results after one step of the local defect correction iteration in [5]. An
analysis of this approximation is given in this paper. This error analysis results in a clear
insight into the accuracy of this approximation. Special attention is paid to the role of some
"buffer zone" in the local regions. From the error analysis it becomes clear when such a buffer
zone is necessary to obtain satisfactory results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the model situation is
described and some notational aspects are introduced. In Section 3 we consider a discretiza
tion process without local defect correction. First the boundary value problem is discretized
with respect to the global coarse grid; then the boundary value problem is discretized with
respect to each local fine grid. The solution of the global coarse grid problem is used to impose
Dirichlet boundary conditions on the interfaces between the local regions and the remainder
of the domain. It is shown that in general the accuracy of the approximation that results
from this discretization process is not in agreement with the grid sizes that are used. In
Section 4 the local defect correction approach is described. This approach is an extension
of the approach from Section 3. After solving the discrete local problems, we return to the
global coarse grid and adapt the right hand side of the global coarse grid problem. The ap
proximation that results from this new global problem is used to impose Dirichlet boundary
conditions on the interfaces between the local regions and the remainder of the domain. The
error in the resulting approximation on the composite grid is analysed and discussed. The
effect of the local defect correction approach is also shown by several numerical examples.
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Figure 2: Continuous solution U in (2.3) with A = 50 and z = 0.333.

2 Description of the Model Situation

In this paper we consider a Dirichlet boundary value problem

.cU = f
U =g

in n,
at on. (2.1)

We assume that n = (0,1) in the one dimensional case and n = (0,1) X (0,1) in the two
dimensional case; on is the boundary of nand .c is a scalar, linear, elliptic, second-order
differential operator. We assume that the solution U of (2.1) contains one high activity
region. Inside the high activity region the solution U varies much more rapidly than outside
this region. We assume that this behaviour of U is induced by the right hand side f in the
partial differential equation or by the right hand side 9 in the Dirichlet boundary condition.

Example 2.1
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem

-Uxx = f(x) 0 < ;r < 1,
U(O) = a,
U(l) = b.

If the right hand side f is given by

f(x) = A2 tanh(A(x - z)) ,
cosh2 (A(x - z))

and if
a = (tanh( -Az) + 1)/2, b = (tanh(A(l - z)) + 1)/2,

then the continuous solution is given by

U(x) = (tanh(A(x - z)) + 1)/2.

(2.2)

(2.3)

In Figure 2 this function is shown for A = 50 and z = 0.333.
We see that U varies very rapidly in a small region around x and that it is nearly constant
outside this region. 0
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Figure 3: Examples of n, n/ and r in JRl and JR2.

In order to obtain a numerical approximation of U we discretize (2.1) with respect to a
uniform global grid with grid size h. This uniform grid is ca.Iled the global fine grid and we
denote it by nh . Finite difference discretization yields the global fine grid problem:

(2.4)

Here uh and fh are grid functions on nh. The Dirichlet boundary conditions of (2.1) are
incorporated in fh. If we substitute U in (2.4) we obtain the local discretization error vector
of this discrete problem:

dh := LhUh - fh. (2.5)

In (2.5) U h is the restriction of U to nh . In the remainder we use a similar notation for
restrictions of U to other grids. At each grid point x E nh we have

dh(x) = c(x,h)h", (2.6)

with K, the order of consistency of the finite difference scheme that is used. We assume that
the same finite difference scheme is used at all grid points. The factor c(x, h) depends on
higher order derivatives of U in the neighbourhood of x (see Example 2.2). Since U varies
much more rapidly inside the high activity region than in the remainder of the domain, it is
clear that Idh(x)1 is much larger at several grid points inside or near the high activity region
than at grid points away from this region.

Example 2.2
If we discretize the one dimensional Poisson problem (2.2) using the central difference scheme
on a uniform grid with grid size h we get

with 0 < ~_, ~+ < 1. We see that c(x, h) depends on fourth order derivatives of U in this
case.

o

Combination of (2.4) and (2.5) yields

Lh(Uh - uh) = dh.

4
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Figure 4: Examples of global coarse grids n.H and local fine grids n? in JRl and JR2.

If Lh is nonsingular, then the error vector Uh - uh is given by

(2.8)

So the error vector Uh - uh depends on the local discretization error vector dh and on the
inverse operator (Lh)-l. We have seen that some compononts of Idhl are much larger than
others. The error II Uh - uh 1100 is determined by these large components of the local discretiza
tion error vector. Suppose that the grid size h is such that

Ilu h - uhlloo ~ TOL.

Then for this tolerance criterium the grid size h is in agreement with the behaviour of the
continuous solution inside the high activity region. However, outside the high activity region
the continuous solution behaves much more smoothly and such a fine resolution is not needed
there.

Now we introduce a local region nl that satisfies the following four conditions:

2. the high activity region is contained in nl,

3. near the boundary ani the continuous solution varies smoothly,

4. nl is a "small" extension of the high activity region.

Some part of ani may coincide with an. The remaining part forms the interface r between
nl and 0, (see Figure 3).

In the following sections we consider discretization processes that use a global coarse grid
nH and a local fine grid n? The global coarse grid nH is a uniform grid with grid size H,
H > h, that covers the entire domain. The local fine grid n? is a uniform grid with grid size
h that covers the region 0,1 only (see Figure 4). The ratio of Hand h is called the refinement
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Figure 5: Examples of coarse interface grids r H and fine interface grids r h in IR1 and IR2 •

factor p := H / h. We note that n? does not contain grid points on the interface. We assume
that the interface r coincides with grid points of n H in the one dimensional case and with
grid lines of n H in the two dimensional case. Then we can introduce the coarse interface grid
rH = r n n H and the fine interface grid rh = r n n h (see Figure 5). In the one dimensional
case we have that rh = rH , while in the two dimensional case rH c rh .

Finite difference discretization of (2.1) with respect to n H yields the global coarse grid
problem

(2.9)

One can use the same finite difference approximation formula as when discretizing on the
global fine grid. However, this is not essential. The theory also applies when (2.4) and (2.9)
correspond to different finite difference approximation formulas. The local discretization error
vector of the global coarse grid problem is given by

(2.10)

Similarly as for Idhl, we have that IdHI is much larger at several grid points inside or near
the high activity region than at grid points away from this region: IldHII<Xl,nH\n/ <{::: IldHII<Xl'

(1IdHII<Xl,nH\n/ = maxXEnH\n/ldH(x)l). In the remainder it is assumed that the grid size H

and the local region n/ are such that

(2.11)

Relation (2.11) is a specification of the statement that the grid sizes hand H are in agreement
with the behaviour of the continuous solution inside, respectively outside the high activity
region. For the problems under consideration here we have h <{::: H. Relation (2.11) is
reasonable when H is not "too large" (the high activity region must contain several grid
points of nH ) and n/ is not "too small" (several grid points of n H must lie inside n/ but
outside the high activity regioin).
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In the following sections we consider discretization processes that make use of the global
coarse grid nH and the local fine grid n? As a result we get approximations of the continuous
solution U on the composite grid ne = nH u nr.

3 A Discretization Approach Without Local Defect Correc
tion

We start by discretizing (2.1) on the global coarse grid nH . The resulting global coarse grid
problem is given by

LHuH = fH. (3.1)

In (3.1) uH and fH are grid functions on nH . Next we discretize (2.1) with respect to the
local fine grid n? We have to define Dirichlet boundary conditions at all grid points of rh.
Therefore, we restrict the solution of (3.1) to the coarse interface grid r H :

(3.2)

In (3.2) rI' is a trivial injection that restricts grid functions on nH to r H . This trivial
injection yields Dirichlet boundary conditions at an grid points x E r H . Dirichlet boundary
conditions at grid points x E rh\rH result from interpolating these values. We note that this
interpolation can be omitted in the one dimensional case, since then r H = r h . The resulting
local fine grid problem is given by

(3.3)

In (3.3) u? and f/h are grid functions on n? Natural Dirichlet boundary conditions on an/nan
are incorporated into N. The incorporation of the a1'lificial Dirichlet boundary conditions
on r is given explicitly by the term -L~PI'rI'uH (see Example 3.1). In this term PI' is an
interpolation operator that prolongates grid functions on r H to r h . In the one dimensional
case PI' is the identity operator on r H . In this discretization process on the local fine grid we
use the same finite difference scheme as in the discretization process on the global fine grid:

Lhwh(X) = L?wNx) +L~w~(x)

for all wh, w?, and w~ with
wNx) = wh(x) x E n?,
w~(x) = wh(x) x E r h

•

Example 3.1
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem (2.2):

x E nh
/ ,

- Uxx f (x ) 0 < x < 1,
U(O) a,
U(l) b.

Suppose that H = 1/8, n/ = (0,1/4), and h = 1/32.
Define

Xi .- i*H i=1, ,7,
Yj j*h j=1, ,7.

7



If we use central differences we get the following local fine grid problem

2 -1 U?(Yl) f(yd + i:'x 0
-1 2 -1 f(Y2) 0

1 1
uH(X2)

h2 h2 0

-1 2 -1 0
-1 2 U?(Y7 ) f(Y7 ) -1

From this discretization process the following approximation on the composite grid
nc = nH u n? results:

C() {U7(X) x E n7 ( )
1l x:= 'uH (x) x E nC\n? . 3.4

It is clear that the accuracy of this approximation depends on the accuracy of the global
coarse grid approximation uH at grid points outside n/ and on the accuracy of the local fine
grid approximation u? at grid points inside n/. We have the following expressions for the
error vectors UH - uH and U/h - uf.

Theorem 3.2
The approximation uH satisfies

with dH as in (2.10).
Proof:
Combination of (2.9) and (2.10) yields (3.5).

Theorem 3.3
The approximation u7 that results fro~ (3.3) satisfies

L?(U/h - u?) = df + L~(prU{! - UP) - L~prrrCUH - uH),

with

(3.5)

o

(3.6)

(3.7)

and dh as in (2.5).
Proof:
Since the same finite difference approximations are used in the discretization process on the
local fine grid as on the global fine grid we have that

L?U/h = f/h - L~UP +d?

with
d?(x) = dh(x) X E n?

and dh as in (2.5). We rewrite this equation as follows

L?U/h = f/h - L~prrrUH +L~(prU{! - uM + dit
•

Subtracting (3.3) from this equation yields (3.6).

8
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From (3.6) it follows that the error vector U/h - u? can be divided into three parts:

U/h - u? = e? +EF +£?,
with

Lheh - dh
/ / - /'

L?E/h = -L~(UP - prU{!),

L7£7 = -L~prrr(UH - uH).

We do not expect that cancellation effects occur in the right hand side of (3.8).
Since d7(x) = dh(x) at all x E n? we have that

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

with c ~ 1 independent of h. Discrete problems (3.10) and (3.11) are related to the homoge
neous partial differential equation

.ell = 0 on nl
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ani n an and inhomogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions on r. They result from discretization of this partial differential equation
on n? Suppose that a discrete maximum-minimum principle holds for these problems. Then
the errors Et and £? satisfy

If the order of the interpolation operator pr is high enough, we have that

and thus

Usually linear interpolation suffices, because U is assumed to behave smoothly near the in
terface r.
From the definition of rr it follows that

Now the following estimate of IIU/h - u71100 results

(3.12)

with c ~ 1. So the accuracy of the solution of the local fine grid problem (3.3) depends on
how accurate the global coarse grid approximation uH is on the interface r.

From the definition of U C in (3.4) it follows that

(3.13)

9



where

II W
HII nH,n:= max IwH(x)l.

00, / XEnH,n/
Since rH c nH\n/ we have from (3.12) and (3.13) that

IIUc
- uClloo ::; IIUH - uHlloo,f!H'f!/ + (c + l)IIUh - uhll oo . (3.14)

From Theorem 3.2 it is clear that the error IIUH - uHlloo,nH,n/ depends on the local dis

cretization error dH. We recall that IdHI has a very typical behaviour: at several grid points
x inside n/ the error IdH(x)1 is much larger than at grid points outside n/. For some problems
the error IUH(y) - uH(y) Iis small whenever the local discretization error IdH(y)I is small. In
general, however, this is not true. The inverse operator (LH)-l may spread local effects over
a large part of the domain. For the one dimensional Poisson problem with central difference
discretization (LH)-l is known and the spreading effect is illustrated in the following exam
ples.

Example 3.4
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem (2.2) from Example 2.1. Discretization on nH

yields the finite difference matrix

2 -1
-1 2 -1

E IRMxM

-1 2 -1
-1 2

with H = l/(M + 1).
The coefficients of (LH)-l are given by

(( LH)-l) .. ={ H3(M+1-i)j j::;i
t,) H3 (M + 1 - j) i j > i

Suppose that the components of dH are given by

( H) {J( j = Id j = 0 j -::J I ,1::; I ::; M,

with J( > tol/(min{l, M +1- I}H3).
Then we get

((LH)-ldH). = { i (M + 1 -I) J( H
3

1::; i < I ::; M
t (M +1 - i) I J( H3 M ~ i ~ I ~ 1

The largest component of this vector occurs for i = 1. A linear reduction holds for the other
components. The smallest component is reached for i = 1 or i = 111. We have that

So we see that all components of (LH)-ldH are relatively large, although almost all compo
nents of dH are equal to zero. 0
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Example 3.5
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem from Example 2.1:

_ U
xx

= A2 tanh(A(x - z)) 0 < x < 1
cosh2 (A(x - z))

with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The continuous solution is given by

U(x) = (tanh(A(x - z)) + 1)/2.

(3.15)

We discretize on a uniform grid with grid size II = 1/16 using central differences. In Figure 6

300.-----~---~---_____,

100

o + + + +

-100

-30007------7----~'0=----~,5

Figure 6: Local discretization error for (3.15) with A = 200 and z = 0.333.

the local discretization error dH is presented for problem (3.15) with A = 200 and z = 0.333.
At the grid points Xs = 5/16 and X6 = 6/16 the absolute value of the local discretization
error is much larger than at the other grid points. If we consider the local discretization error,
a reasonable choice for the refinement region n/ seems to be n/ = (3/16,8/16). In Figure 7

1.2,-----_---_-----,

0.8

0.8

0.4

0.2

00 10 15

Figure 7: Global error IUH(x) - uH(x)1 for (3.15) with A = 200 and z = 0.333.

the global error IUH(x) - uH(x)1 is shown. We see that a.t the grid points X3 = 3/16 and
Xs = 8/16 this error is still ~ 1, although the local discretiza.tion error at these grid points is
~ 10-4 • 0
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Example 3.6
Consider the one dimensional convection-diffusion problem

2tanh(~)+1
- £ Uxx +Ux = z{) 0 < x < 1,

2£ cosh (X~Z

with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The continuous solution is given by

x-z
U(x) = (tanh(-) +1)/2.

£

(3.16)

The diffusion term is discretized using a central difference scheme. The convection term using
a first order upwind scheme. We discretize on a uniform grid with grid size H = 1/16. In Fig-

2Or-----~----~--------,

0++++++.

-40

-80

'1000~---~-----!:10'--------:'5'

Figure 8: Local discretization error for (3.16) with £ = 0.01 and z = 0.5.

++++++

°0~--+---+-~----'------!:'0-------:'5

Figure 9: Global error IUH(x) - uH(x)1 for (3.16) with £ = 0.01 and z = 0.5.

ure 8 and Figure 9 the local discretization error and the error IUH (x) - uH (x) I are presented
for £ = 0.01 and x = 0.5. The local discretization error IdH I has a few large components near
z. At grid points away from z (e.g. x 2': 11/16) this error is very small (:::::: 10-5). The global
error IUH (x) - uH (x) I also reaches its maximum va.lue at a. grid point near z. At grid points
x > z this error hardly decreases. For grid points x 2': 11 / 16 we still have IUH(x) - uH(x) I :::::: 5.

o
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From (3.14) we have that the accuracy of the approximation U
C from (3.4), which is

measured by IIU c
- uclloo, depends on two terms: IIU H

- uHlloo,nH\n/ and IIUh
- uhll oo .

Clearly we cannot expect that uC is more accurate than the global fine grid approximation
and in general IIUH - uHlloo,nH\n/ is the dominant term:

We have seen that

IIUH - uHlloo,nH\n/ :::::: O"IIUH - uHlloo

where 0 < 0" < 1 depends on the spreading effect of (LH)-l. If 0" is close to 1 (which is the
case in Example 3.5 and Example 3.6), then the accuracy of uC is comparable to the accuracy
of the global coarse grid approximation. So despite the fact that the grid sizes that are used
in the discretization process are in agreement with the behaviour of the continuous solution
(see (2.11)), the accuracy of the resulting approximation is not in agreement with the grid
sizes that are used. The reason is that the accuracy of the approximation uC depends on
components of IdHI at grid points inside n/ (which are much la.rger than components of Idhl
at grid points inside n/).

4 Local Defect Correction Approach

In the local defect correction approach the approxima.tion 11.7 (from (3.3)) is used to update
the global coarse grid problem (3.1). The right hand side of (3.1) is updated at grid points
that are part of a local coarse subgrid n~. This is a uniform grid with grid size H that covers
a region n s ~ n/. The interface between n s and n is denoted by f s (see Figure 9). We

Q

Q,

r
Qs r s

Figure 10: Example of the regions n, n/, and n s in lR2 •

assume that this interface f s coincides with grid points of n H in the one dimensional case
and with grid lines of n H in the two dimensional case. We also assume that the distance
between a point on f sand f is constant. We define:

dist:= min{lx - yllx E f s, YEn·

13
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If dist = 0 then ns = nl, r s = r, and n~ = nr. The local coarse grid nr is a uniform grid
with grid size H that covers the local region nl .

The updated global coarse grid problem is given by

(4.2a)

with

(4.2b)

The operators Lr and Llf result from finite difference discretization of (2.1) on nr; they are
the coarse grid analogues of L7 and L~ from (3.3). In this discretization process the same
finite difference scheme is used as in the discretization process on the global coarse grid:

(4.3)

for all grid functions wH , wr, and wlf that satisfy

wr (x) = wH (x)

w{! (x) = wH (x)

The trivial injection rl is used to restrict grid functions defined on n7 to nr:

The restriction rr has been defined in (3.2).
We define the characteristic function X by

Then we can rewrite (4.2a), (4.2b) as follows:

LHuH = fH +X(Lr rlu7 +LlfrruH - fH).

(4.4)

(4.5)

So the right hand side of the global coarse grid problem is corrected by the defect of a local
fine grid approximation. (Hence the name local defect correction approach). Once we have
solved (4.5) we can update the local fine grid problem:

L h-h rh Lh -H
1V.I = J 1 - rPrrrv. . (4.6)

From the local defect correction approach the following approximation on the composite
grid nc results:

-C() {il.?(X) x E n7 (47)
v. x:= uH(x) x E nC\n7 . .

In order to obtain this approximation we have to solve two discrete problems on the global
coarse grid and two discrete problems on the local fine grid. We note that (uH , un is equal
to the first iterate in the local defect correction iteration by Hackbusch ([5],[6]).
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The accuracy of UC depends on the accuracy of fiH at grid points outside n/ and on the
accuracy of it? at grid points inside n/. For the error U!~ - u? a similar expression holds as
for the error U/h - u? (see Theorem 3.3).

Theorem 4.1
The approximation u? that resuls from (4.6) satisfies

with

and dh as in (2.5).
Proof:
Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.3. o

Equation (4.8) is very similar to (3.6). The only difference is that on the right hand side of
(4.8) the error UH - uH is involved instead of UH - uH. We have (d. (3.12), (3.14))

IIU/h- u?lloo < IIUH
- uHlloo,rH + (c +1)llUh- 1J

h ll eo ,

IIUc - uClloo < IIUH - uHlleo,nf\n
1
+ (c +1)IIUh

- uhll oo ,

Theorem 4.2
The approximation uH that resuls from (4.5) satisfies

(4.9)

(4.10)

LH(UH - uH) = (1- X)dH + xL{f1'l(L?)-ld? + xL{f1'l(Lf)-l L~(prU{! - UP)
+X(Lf! - L{f1'/(L?)-l L~pr)1'r(UH - uH). (4.11)

Proof:
From (2.10), (4.3), and (4.4) we have that

LHUH = fH +X(L{fU1
H + L~U{! - fH) + (1 - X)dH.

Combination of this equation with (4.5) yields

From Theorem 3.3 we have

Using this we get

LH(UH - uH) = (1 - X)dH + xL{f1'/(L?)-ldf +
X(Lf! - L{fTt(L?)-l L~pr)1'r(UH - uH) +xL{f1'/(L?)-1L~(prU{! - UP).

o
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We note that for one dimensional problems the third term on the right hand side of (4.11)
is equal to zero, because in the one dimensional case we have rH = r h . In the case of a one
dimensional Poisson problem with a central difference discretization the fourth term on the
right hand side of (4.11) also equals zero. In this case the approximation (uH , uf) from (4.5),
(4.6) is equal to the limit value of the local defect correction iteration that is described in [5],
[6]. This also holds if instead of the trivial restriction another restriction rl is used.

The effect of the local defect correction approach is illustrated by some numerical exam
ples.

Example 4.3
Consider the one dimensional Poisson problem from Example 2.1 with A 100 and
z = 0.4. Let the coarse grid size be fixed: H = 1/32. Let the local region be given by
Sll = (10/32,16/32) and let dist = 0 (see (4.1)). In Table 1 the errors IIUH - uHlloo,
IIUH - uHlloo,SlH\SlI' IlUlh- uflloo, and IIUh

- uhlloo are presented for different grid sizes h.

The error IlUc-uclloo is equal to the maximum of the numbers in the third and fourth column

h

1/32
1/64
1/128
1/256
1/512
1/1024
1/2048

2.7e +00
2.ge - 02
5.1e - 03
1.3e - 03
3.7e - 04
1.4e - 04

2.2e +00
2.5e - 02
7.3e - 05
7.6e - 05
7.7e - 05
7.7e-05

2.7e+01
2.7e +00
4.7e - 02
5.1e - 03
1.3e - 03
3.7e - 04
1.4e - 04

2.7e +00
4.7e - 02
5.0e - 03
1.2e - 03
3.1e - 04
7.6e - 05

Table 1: Results for Example 4.3.

of Table 1. We see that for this example we always have IlUc - uClloo = IlUlh- uflloo. The
numbers in Table 1 indicate that the accuracy of uC is comparable to the accuracy of the global
fine grid approximation uh for this model problem. The approximation uC that results from
the first approach (see Section 3) satisfies IlUc - uClloo = 2.2e + 01. Thus the accuracy of uC is
comparable to the accuracy of the global com'se grid approximation uH . The numbers in the
second column of Table 1 indicate that also the accuracy of ftH is comparable to the accuracy
of the global fine grid approximation. We see that IIUH - uHlloo,SlH\SlI ~ IIUH - uHlloo

for several values of h. Probably this is due to cancellation effects. We note that these
cancellation effects do not essentially improve the resulting loca.l defect correction a.pproxi
mation. Finally we note that the results obtained with the loca.l defect correction approach
with dist > 0 are not as good as the results obtained for dist = O. 0

For other one dimensional problems (e.g. convection-diffusion problems) the fourth term on
the right hand side of (4.11) is not equal to zero. In this case (uH , uf) is not equal to the
limit value of the local defect correction iteration in [5].
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Example 4.4
Consider the one dimensional convection diffusion problem

-U _ U _ A2 tanh(A(x - xo)) - A/2
xx x - 2 ' 0 < x < 1,

cosh (A(x - xo))

with Dirichlet boundary conditions such that the continuous solution is given by

U(x) = tanh(A(x - xo)) + 1.
2

Let A = 100 and Xo = 0.4. Let the coarse grid size be fixed: H = 1/32. Let the local region
be given by ill = (10/32,16/32) and let dist = O. Both the convection and diffusion term are
discretized using central differences. In Table 2 the errors IIU ll

- uHlloo,nH\n/' IIU/h - u?lloo,
and IIU h - uhlloo are presented for different grid sizes h. The error lIue - uClloo is equal to the

h IIU
ff

- tiff Iloo,nH\n/ IIU/h- 1i 711= IIU h- uhll=

1/32 2.6e + 01
1/64 2.1e + 00 2.7e + 00 2.7e+OO
1/128 2.4e - 02 4.7e - 02 4.7e - 02
1/256 8.1e - 05 5.1e - 03 5.0e - 03
1/512 8.5e - 05 1.3e - 03 1.2e - 03

Table 2: Results for Example 4.4.

maximum of the numbers in the second and third column of Table 2. We note that for the
approximation uC that results from the first approach the following holds

So, the accuracy of uC is comparable to the accuracy of the global coarse g7'id approximation
uH , while the accuracy of i],c is comparable to the accuracy of the global fine grid approximation
uh for this convection-diffusion model problem. As in Example 4.3 the results of the local
defect correction approach with dist > 0 are not as good as those obtained for dist = O. 0

Next we consider an example for which the local defect correction approach with dist > 0
yields better results than the local defect correction approach with dist = O.

Example 4.5
Consider the one dimensional convection-diffusion problem (see also Example 3.6)

2 tanh( X-XQ ) + 1
-fUxx +Ux = 2 ( 0 < x < 1,

2f cosh (X~XQ)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions such tha.t the continuous solution is given by

ta.nh( X-XQ ) +1
U(x)= { .

2
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dist IIUH
- U

H Iloo,nH\n/ IIUl
h

- u71100

0 3.01e - 01 2.55e - 01
H 1.82e - 02 3.24e - 02

2H 7.62e - 02 6.1ge - 02

Table 3: Results for Example 4.5.

Let Xo = 0.4 and f = 1.0e - 02. In this case we have a convection dominated problem. Let
H = 1/32, n/ = (10/32,16/32), and h = 1/512. The convection term is discretized using up
wind discretization. In Table 3 the errors IIUH - uHlloo,nH\n/ and IlUlh - u?lloo are presented

for several values of d. For this model problem we have IIU h - uhlloo = 3.24e - 02. In this
case the local defect correction approach with dist = JI yields a much better approximation
than the local defect correction approach with dist = O. A further increase of dist does not
yield a better result. An explanation of this phenomenon is given later on. 0

The first and second term on the right hand side of (4.11) involve local discretization error
vectors that are related to boundary value problem (2.1). The third and fourth term on the
right hand side of (4.11) can also be expressed using local discretization error vectors. For
the third term on the right hand side of (4.11) we introduce the following Dirichlet boundary
value problem with zero right hand side:

LV
V
V

o in nl
9v on r
o on &n/\r

(4.12)

with
9v(X) = U(x) - (prU{f)(x) x E r. (4.13)

Here we consider prU{! as an interpolation function on r. Discretization of this boundary
value problem with respect to nfl yields

Lflvfl = 0

since
9v(X) = 0 at all x E rHo

Discretization with respect to n? yields

L?vt +L~(UP - prU{f) = 0

since
9v(X) = (UP - prU{f)(x) x E r h

.

The local discretization errors d!! and dt are defined by

dH .- LHTfH
v .- I 'I

and
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Here ViH (resp. Vih) is the restriction of the continuous solution of (4.12) to nF (resp. nn.
The third term on the right hand side of (4.11) is rewritten using these local discretization
error vectors.

Lemma 4.6

(4.18)

Proof:
From (4.15) we have

Thus
L H (Lh)-lLh( UJ] Uh) LH hI TI I r Pr r - r = I TIVI'

Using (4.16) we get

LFTI( v? - Vih +Vih)
LflViH - Lfl rl(,~h - V?)
dH - LHTI(Lh)-l Lh(v,h _ vh)

v I I I I I'

From (4.15) and (4.17) we have
Lh(l/h h) IhI I - vI = ('v'

Using this we get

o

For the fourth term on the right hand side of (4.11) we introduce the following Dirichlet
boundary value problem:

with

£11'
11'
11'

o in 0.1
gw on r
o on anl\r

(4.19)

(4.20)

Here we consider prrr(UH - uH) as an interpolation function on r. Discretization of (4.19)
with respect to nF yields

(4.21 )

since

9w(X) = (U H - uH)(x) x E rHo

Discretization of (4.19) with respect to 0.7 yields

(4.22)

since
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The local discretization errors d!! and d~ are defined by

d!! := LflWi
H +Llfrr(UH - ll

H)

and

(4.23)

d~ := LfWi
h +L~prrr(UH - ll

H). (4.24)

Here Wi
H (resp. Wi

h ) is the restriction of the continuous solution of (4.19) to nfl (resp. nf).
The fourth term on the right hand side of (4.11) is rewritten using these local discretization
error vectors.

Lemma 4.7

(4.25)

Proof:
Since

and

we have that

(4.2~4.24)

o

Now the right hand side of (4.11) can be expressed using local discretization error vectors
only.

Theorem 4.8
The approximations iiF and u7 that result from (4.5) and (4.6) satisfy

LH(UH - uH) = (1- X)dH+ xLflri(L7)-ld?

+ xdI;! +Xd!!
- xLfl1'i(L7)-ld~ - xLfl1·,(L7)-ld~

LNuih - u7) = d7 + L~(prU{! - uM - L~prrr(UH - uH).

(4.26)

(4.27)

Proof:
This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.6, and Lemma 4.7. 0

We recall that the accuracy of the approximation UC from (4.7) depends on the accuracy
of uH at grid points x E nH\ni:

IIUc - uClioo :S IIUH
- uHlloo,nH\n, + (c +l)IIUh

- ll
h ll oo .
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The error lIuH - uH ll
oo

,f2H ' f2 t depends on the size of the components on the right hand side

of (4.26).
We compare (4.26) with (3.5). In Section 3 we have seen that the large components of

IdHI at grid points inside f2t are the reason that, in general, the approximation U C from (3.4) is
only slightly more accurate than the global coarse grid approximation u,H. The first term on
the right hand side of (4.26) only contains components of dH that correspond to grid points
outside f2 s (see (4.4)). If f2 s is large enough, i.e. if dist in (4,1) is small enough, then the
large components of IdHI do not appear on the right hand side of (4.26). In the special case
that dist = 0 we have from (2.11) that

On the right hand side of (4.26) five other terms appear. All these terms have zero
components at grid points outside f2 s (see (4.4)). The second term on the right hand side of
(4.26) contains components of the local discretization error dh (see (3.7)) that correspond to
grid points inside nt. These components are sufficiently small, since we have assumed that
the grid size h is in agreement with the behaviour of the continuous solution inside nt. These
first two terms are in some way inevitable in a local defect correction approach. To show this
we consider the following "ideal local defect correction approach". Suppose that the global
fine grid approximation uh from (2.4) is known. Then we can use the grid functions uih and
urH that are given by

uih(x) = uh(x) x En?,
urH(x) = u,h(x) x E rH,

to correct the right hand side of the global coarse grid problem as in (4.5):

For the error UH - u*H we can derive the following expression:

LH (UH - U*H) = (1 - X)dH +xLfl1't(L?)-ld!1
+X(L{f1'f - Lfl1't(L?)-1 L~)(Ut - u,rh)

with

(4.28)

urh(x) = uh(x) x E rh .

This expression is derived in a similar way as the expression in (4.11). The first two terms
on the right hand side of (4.28) are the same as the first two terms on the right hand side of
(4.26).

The third and fourth term on the right hand side of (4.26) involve local discretization
error vectors d!;! and d!!. These correspond to the boundary value probems (4.12) and
(4.19) respectively and to the coarse grid size H. The size of the components of these local
discretization error vectors depends on the behaviour of the continuous solutions V and W
respectively. The Dirichlet boundary value problems in (4.12) and (4.19) both have the right
hand side of the partial differential equation and the right hand side of the boundary condition
on ani\r equal to zero. We have assumed that the existence of the high activity region for the
continuous solution U of (2.1) is due to the forcing term f or to the right hand side 9 in the
Dirichlet boundary condition in (2.1). Therefore V and W have a much smoother behaviour
inside nl than U. On the interface r an inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is
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prescribed. Derivatives of V and W can be large near the interface. For the one dimensional
convection-diffusion problem in Example 4.5 we have

-fWxx + Wx = 0 10/32 < x < 16/32,

W(10/32) = U(10/32) - uH (10/32),

W(16/32) = U(16/32) - u H (16/32).

For f < 1 this problem is strongly convection dominated. In general W(10/32) i:- W(16/32)
and then W varies very rapidly near the right interface point. Thus Id~1 has relatively large
components at grid points near the interface.

For two dimensional problems we have to interpolate Dirichlet boundary conditions on the
interface. If a low order interpolation operator is used (e.g. linear interpolation), then Id~1

and Id~1 have relatively large components at grid points near the interface. (For higher order
interpolation operators these local discretization errors are expected to become smaller). If
Ds is small enough, Le. if dist is large enough, then these large components are replaced by
zero in Xd~ and Xd~.

We note that an optimal choice for dist with respect to the third and fourth term on the
right hand side of (4.26) (i.e. "dist is large") contradicts with the optimal choice for dist
with respect to the first term on the right hand side of (4.26) (i.e. dist = 0). In general
a small dist > 0 (e.g. dist = H, dist = 2H) yields a satisfactory approximation fj,C in the
two dimensional case (see the numerical examples in [5]). For the one dimensional diffusion
problem and the one dimensional convection-diffusion problem in Example 4.3 and Example
4.4 respectively the corresponding continuous solution lV behaves smoothly near the interface
and then the local defect correction approach with dist = 0 yields satisfactory results.

The fifth and sixth term on the right hand side of (4.26) are also related to the boundary
value problems (4.12) and (4.19). These terms correspond to the fine grid size h. We have
assumed that this grid size is in agreement with the behaviour of the continuous solution U
from (2.1) inside the high activity region. We do not expect that derivatives of V and Ware
larger than corresponding derivatives of U in D/. Then the fifth and sixth term on the right
hand side of (4.26) are not larger than the second term on the right hand side of (4.26).

Concluding we can say that the accuracy of the local defect correction approximation U
C

depends highly on the choice for dist in (4.1). For one dimensional problems the optimal
choice for dist depends on the behaviour of the solution of the two point boundary value
problem

£W 0 in Dl,
W 0 on aD/\f,
W UH - tlH on f.

If W behaves smoothly in Dz, then dist = 0 is a good choice (see Example 4.3 and Example
4.4). If W varies rapidly near the interface f (e.g. in case of a convection-diffusion problem
with strong convection, see Example 4.5) the local defect correction approach with a small
dist > 0 (e.g. dist = H) yields satisfactory results. In both cases the accuracy of the resulting
approximation is comparable with the accuracy of the global fine grid approximation.

For two dimensional problems the choice for dist depends on the behaviour of the con
tinuous solutions of the boundary value problems (4.12) and (4.19). The behaviour of these
continuous solutions near the interface depends on the choice for the interpolation operator
Pro If a low order interpolation operator is used (e.g. linear interpolation, which is a practical
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choice), then the continuous solutions of (4.12) and (4.19) have large derivatives near the in
terface. In this case the local defect correction approach with a small dist > 0 (e.g. dist = H)
yields satisfactory results. The accuracy of the resulting approximation is comparable with
the accuracy of the global fine grid a.pproximation.
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